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the sky's the limit for this one. apart from baahubali 2, the main competition here are two south
indian remakes: vikram has made tamil, telugu, and kannada versions of the bollywood film another

iconic south film of all time — mohanlal's dasavathaaram is all set to become a hindi remake
malayalam superstar mohanlal is going to hit the big screen again with dasavathaaram, which is set

to become a remade hindi film. a part of the popular mohanlal starrer film series, dasavathaaram
was helmed by siddique and it has since been remembered as one of the most acclaimed and

appreciated films of the year. according to the sources, rajkummar rao, who is currently busy with
airlift has been signed to play a role in dasavathaaram. while the producers are currently busy

selecting names for the role of an indian prince and a charming woman, the role of a us cbi officer
has already been sealed. for his last few releases, salman khan had been making sure that he gets

along with big b, the latter of whom is known for his long-standing dislike of smaller and tinier
projects. salman has finally made peace with the two heroes, and has confirmed that the two will
star together in a yet to be titled film. in the past, there were certain instances where big b and

salman famously slammed each other's films, with some of the most recent instances occurring right
before the release of each of their movies. at the time of writing, it has not been confirmed whether

the film will be a remake or a sequel.
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